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NEW QUESTION: 1
Select the correct set of options. These are the initial
settings for the default security group:
A. Allow all inbound traffic, Allow no outbound traffic and
Allow instances associated with this security group to talk to
each other
B. Allow no inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and
Allow instances associated with this security group to talk to
each other
C. Allow no inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and
Does NOT allow instances associated with this security group to
talk to each other
D. Allow all inbound traffic, Allow all outbound traffic and

Does NOT allow instances associated with this security group to
talk to each other
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)
package to load data into a data warehouse. The package
consists of several data flow tasks.
The package experiences intermittent errors in the data flow
tasks.
If any data flow task fails, all package error information must
be captured and written to a SQL Server table by using an OLE
DB connection manager.
You need to ensure that the package error information is
captured and written to the table.
What should you do?
A. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.validate_project stored procedure.
B. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.validate_package stored procedure.
C. Store the System::ExecutionInstanceGUID variable in the
custom log table.
D. Create a table to store error information. Create an error
output on each data flow destination that writes OnTaskFailed
event text to the table.
E. Use an event handler for OnTaskFailed for the package.
F. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY SQL
option.
G. View the All Messages subsection of the All Executions
report for the package.
H. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnError in
the package control flow.
I. Deploy the .ispac file by using the Integration Services
Deployment Wizard.
J. View the job history for the SQL Server Agent job.
K. Store the System::ServerExecutionID variable in the custom
log table.
L. Create a table to store error information. Create an error
output on each data flow destination that writes OnError event
text to the table.
M. Store the System::SourceID variable in the custom log table.
N. Use an event handler for OnError for each data flow task.
O. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.create_execution and
SSISDB.catalog.*tart_execution stored procedures.
P. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY DTS
option.
Q. Use an event handler for OnError for the package.
R. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnTaskFailed
in the package control flow.
Answer: H

NEW QUESTION: 3
How many VRFs are present in Cisco Nexus OS by default?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Management VRF and Default VRF
Each router has a management VRF and a default VRF:
Management VRF
The management VRF is for management purposes only.
Only the mgmt 0 interface can be in the management VRF.
The mgmt 0 interface cannot be assigned to another VRF.
The mgmt 0 interface is shared among multiple VDCs.
No routing protocols can run in the management VRF (static
only).
Default VRF
All Layer 3 interfaces exist in the default VRF until they are
assigned to another VRF.
Routing protocols run in the default VRF context unless another
VRF context is specified.
The default VRF uses the default routing context for all show
commands.
The default VRF is similar to the global routing table concept
in Cisco IOS.
Reference:
https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/133711/vrf-configurati
on-and-verification-nexus-7000

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie erstellen eine Azure-Webanwendung mit dem Namen WebApp1.
WebApp1 verfÃ¼gt Ã¼ber die in der folgenden Abbildung gezeigten
Einstellungen fÃ¼r die automatische Skalierung.
Die Regeln fÃ¼r das Ausblenden und Einblenden sind so
konfiguriert, dass sie eine Dauer von 10 Minuten und eine
AbkÃ¼hlzeit von fÃ¼nf Minuten haben.
Verwenden Sie die Dropdown-MenÃ¼s, um die Antwortauswahl
auszuwÃ¤hlen, die jede Anweisung basierend auf den in der
Grafik dargestellten Informationen vervollstÃ¤ndigt.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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